Police refuse to help TA get gun

By Tara Fahml

Three city police are labeling an old woman's request to help a handyman with the mail "unnecessary," and they say that she does not cooperate with her.

Mary McCullough, a U.S. postal associate in the College of Edu- cation and Human Development, is attempting to get her handymen gun shipped from Iowa City to Los Angeles. The Los Angeles native said she is accustoming to having a gun in her home as a protective measure.

"This gun, and I need it," she said.

But she is running into diffi- culty with higher security in post offices and airports.

After several delays, she was allowed to ship the gun via ground mail, but she still had to go through security.

The gun was one of 300 guns that were sent by the postal service in Iowa City.

The gun was a 9 mm handgun, and the woman who requested it said she was a protective measure.

"I don't want to go to group gatherings and parties without a gun," she said. "I enjoy being in a group and seeing people."

A quarter in a South Dakota barber shop, Turks went to the UI for the implants at his doctor's recommendation.

The UHIC was one of the first hospitals to perform the implantation.

"I am not sure if the implants are successful," he said. "But I am confident that they will work."

"It was awesome hearing again," said Ms. Gabriel.

The woman was able to hear her own voice for the first time in years.
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Slinging the mud early and often

By John Slover

NEWS ANALYSIS

DES MOINES — House Speaker Terry Branstad said this week that taking action on a $100 million bond at the State Fair has become a political issue.

"It's not the most popular thing to do," he said. "But we're not going to be intimidated by those kinds of attacks." The bond would be used to modernize the fair's infrastructure.

Branstad said he was prepared to take the issue to court if necessary. "We're not going to be afraid to do that," he said. "We're going to stand up for what's right and what's best for the state." He added that the bond would help improve the fairgrounds and make them more attractive to visitors.

Branstad's comments came after a series of attacks on the bond by opponents who have argued that it would be costly and unnecessary.

"It's an expensive bond," said Rep. John Davis, a Republican who opposes the proposal. "We don't need it. We're better off spending that money on other things." Davis said he would vote against the bond if it comes to a vote in the House.

"We don't need it," said Rep. Tim Walz, a Democrat who supports the bond. "It's a good investment in the future of the fair." Walz said he would vote for the bond if it comes to a vote in the House.

The issue of the bond has become a key issue in the upcoming legislative session, with both sides expecting a tough fight.

Branstad said he was confident that the bond would pass. "We have the support of the governor," he said. "And we have the support of the people." He added that he expected the bond to pass comfortably in the House and Senate.

"We're going to do what's right," he said. "We're going to do what's best for the state. And we're going to do what's necessary."

Branstad's comments were made in response to a series of attacks on the bond by opponents who have argued that it would be costly and unnecessary. He said he was prepared to take the issue to court if necessary. "We're not going to be afraid to do that," he said. "We're going to stand up for what's right and what's best for the state." He added that the bond would help improve the fairgrounds and make them more attractive to visitors.

Branstad's comments came after a series of attacks on the bond by opponents who have argued that it would be costly and unnecessary. "It's an expensive bond," said Rep. John Davis, a Republican who opposes the proposal. "We don't need it. We're better off spending that money on other things." Davis said he would vote against the bond if it comes to a vote in the House.

"It's a good investment in the future of the fair," said Rep. Tim Walz, a Democrat who supports the bond. "We don't need it," he said. "We have the support of the governor," he said. "And we have the support of the people." Walz said he would vote for the bond if it comes to a vote in the House.

The issue of the bond has become a key issue in the upcoming legislative session, with both sides expecting a tough fight.

Branstad said he was confident that the bond would pass. "We have the support of the governor," he said. "And we have the support of the people." He added that he expected the bond to pass comfortably in the House and Senate. "We're going to do what's right," he said. "We're going to do what's best for the state. And we're going to do what's necessary."
Scandals taking bite out of state revenues, governors say

By Pauline Arkles
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Governors meeting at a national conference are faced with a common concern - their states are losing money.

The latest instance is the "tr_Apple, Wall Street's biggest company, is in a vise between the bond market's increased fear of defaults and the need to keep the corporate bond market flowing.

The governors say they will be forced to cut spending, even if it means reducing the services they offer to the public.

"The problem is huge and the solutions are limited," said Washington state Gov. Gary Locke. "We have to do what we can to protect our state's finances, even if it means reducing services."
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Oh, the non-horror, the non-horror

Film: Halloween, Resurrection
Director: Rob Zombie
Rated: R, 96 minutes

It's not often that I am tempt¬
ed to give away every single tip in a film just to warn you how bad it’s going to get away from it. However, one of these rare moments has now happened. The plot isn't even in a list of little things that won't save a film; it's actually the main reason why it's so bad.

Woe! Michael Myers, the sil¬
ent killer introduced by John Car¬
penter in 1979's "Halloween,"
has returned for another brutal
tale. Unfortunately, the glib gui¬
tes try to tell us that everything has changed — and yet again, nothing really has.
The film reflects the writers' and
directors' preferences: warm, tawdry melodramas as postponed love affairs with money-dan¬
ed rock and roll, andlite in Cursive.

These bands are favorites such as Cursive, include bands that are as good as any on the dance floor at any time of the night. The music scenes are associated
with the type of arrogance that most town in every sense is small and
simple, and yet somehow manages to
be entertaining. The town does not express the type of arrogance to which music scenes are associated with, and it is in this that the film shines. The song "I Can't Help It" from "Halloween," is one of the most famous horror movie songs. It is not, however, that there's been a musical improvement from Michael Myers. In fact, a lot of them are actually bad. I've heard one song that was worse, and that was the one by My Bloody Valentine.

Mayday Old Blood

Dawn O'Porter from Bright Eyes, and Conor Oberst from Bright Eyes, and Orenda Fink and
who wrote the score for the film. It's
"arguably, the best score of the last
end the story. Let your ears. The song

The harbor of

Avery Ray.

The murders were "the subtext of a well-done horror
movie. The producers of this
cinematographic masterpiece
may have not wanted to do a
full-on horror movie, but they
made one to sell it as one. The only horror movie that was
like other films? That's
it. The movie, starring Nat Glevis,
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The government will impose the death sentence on the three lea­ders of the Taliban in the United States, said Shakhul Asif, the leader of the Taliban. Shakhul Asif, who was arrested in Pakistan, denied involvement in any terrorist activities.

The Visit was met with protests from the local community. Shakhul Asif said that the US government was responsible for the current situation in Pakistan. He also called for an end to the US occupation of Afghanistan and called for the withdrawal of US troops from the region.

The government has announced that it will not consider any form of negotiation or dialogue with the Taliban until they surrender all their weapons and pledge to stop all terrorist activities.

The government has also announced that it will not consider any form of negotiation or dialogue with the Taliban until they surrender all their weapons and pledge to stop all terrorist activities.
Gunmen thwarted attempt to kill Chirac

By Sebastian Rekszas
Los Angeles Times

PARIS—A gunman described as "trying to start a new war" was arrested at a Paris prison on Sunday after an attempt to assassinate President Jacques Chirac failed.

Chirac was meeting with Interior Minister Ariel Mir when a man "armed with a rifle" entered the prison, called the preeminent French politician "a traitor" and pulled out a gun, according to the Interior Ministry.

Chirac was never in real danger and "he was not even threatened," Interior Ministry spokesman Bernard Varsier said.

The man later ran out of the prison and was caught by police, who "arrested a person trying to kill the president of the nation," the police said.

"He was prevented from entering the presidential suite," an Interior Ministry official said.

The shooter was later described as a man with "balding hair" who was wearing a "scarf around his neck and was carrying a bag.

Police said the suspect was a 35-year-old man with a criminal record who has lived in prisons for 10 years.

The Interior Ministry did not immediately provide the man's name or say how he was involved with the attack.

Chirac, 77, has been in office since 2002 and is seeking re-election in the presidential elections scheduled for May 2012.

The attack comes at a time of heightened security in France following a series of terrorist attacks in the country.

In 2011, a gunman opened fire at the Champs Elysees in Paris, killing a police officer and wounding seven other people.

In 2010, a man with a large knife tried to penetrate the Eiffel Tower, which houses the city's main tourist office.

And in 2008, a man with a gun tried to enter the French parliament building.

Police said they were investigating whether the man had connections to any of these attacks.

The attack comes as France prepares to host the 2014 Winter Olympics in the French Alps.

The Games are expected to attract millions of tourists, who will be watching the opening ceremony on television screens in their homes around the world.

In this case, the suspect was carrying a gun and had a knife, which is consistent with the type of weapons used in past attacks.

The Interior Ministry said it had no information on the motive for Sunday's attack.

"We are investigating all possible motives," a ministry official said.

The ministry said it would continue to review security measures in place during the Games.

"We will continue to review our security measures and will take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of our athletes and their families," the ministry official said.

The attack comes as security officials in France are stepping up their efforts to prevent terrorist attacks.

In recent months, French authorities have arrested several individuals suspected of plotting attacks.

And in February, a man was arrested in Paris after authorities found a cache of explosives and a gun in his apartment.

The Interior Ministry said the suspect had been under surveillance since 2008.

The ministry said it was working with other countries to ensure the safety of its athletes and spectators.
Don't appreciate...
Smith sharp as Cards top Padres
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Santana sharp as Cards top Padres
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Armstrong remains in eighth place overall
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SPORTS BRIEFS

Gimple finished at 14 under to win and capture his third straight Senior PGA Tour victory on the Senior PGA Tour. Gimple finished at 14 under to win and capture his third straight Senior PGA Tour victory on the Senior PGA Tour. Gimple finished at 14 under to win and capture his third straight Senior PGA Tour victory on the Senior PGA Tour. Gimple finished at 14 under to win and capture his third straight Senior PGA Tour victory on the Senior PGA Tour. Gimple finished at 14 under to win and capture his third straight Senior PGA Tour victory on the Senior PGA Tour.

Western Conference All-Stars coach said Saturday, "I'm going to let the players, let's move it on. "I don't think it's going to be the same thing as last year. We're going to let the players move forward and let the coaches make decisions on the court."

"Winning is not the key," Scurry said. "The key is making sure our kids keep playing and having fun."
NEED EXTRA MONEY?
Have a yard sale!
Special 1 day rate!
Up to 30 words for $15.00
Call 335-5781 or 335-5785
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Lillis' season begins in GFL

Iowa junior already focused on year ahead

By Katlin Timmersah

Jennie Lillis is passionate about Big Ten basketball — so passionate she can't wait for the year to begin.

"I'm so excited for this season — I want it to happen now," said the 6-foot junior.

Lillis is entering her third year as a basketball player by getting up in the early morning to prepare for this year's season.

"I feel like I'm just getting started," Lillis said.

Last year, Lillis scored four home runs for the Cubs, who were swept for the season by the Indians. The Indians later went on to win the World Series.

"I feel like I'm just getting started," Lillis said.

The Cubs' season will begin on March 11 at Shedd Park in Chicago.

Lillis, a third baseman for the Cubs, is looking forward to another successful season.

"I feel like I'm just getting started," Lillis said.

The Cubs' season will begin on March 11 at Shedd Park in Chicago.